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Abstract—This paper addresses the main goals and objec-
tives of the Hyperspectral Imaging Network (HYPER-I-NET),
a recently started Marie Curie Research Training Network.
The project is designed to build an interdisciplinary research
community focusing on hyperspectral imaging activities. The core
strategy of the network is to create a powerful interdisciplinary
synergy between different domains of expertise closely related
to hyperspectral imaging activities in Europe, ranging from
sensor design and flight operation to data collection, processing,
interpretation, and dissemination. Our main goals in this paper
are to present the project to the Geoscience and Remote Sensing
community and to provide an overview of the planned activities
in each sub-activity covered by the network.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Hyperspectral Imaging Network1 (HYPER-I-NET) is a
four-year Marie Curie Research Training Network2 designed
to build an interdisciplinary European research community
focusing on hyperspectral imaging [1], a technology that has
opened ground-breaking perspectives in many Earth Observa-
tion related applications [2]. The network is currently formed
by a multidisciplinary team composed of fifteen highly experi-
enced European partner organizations, although the network is
widely open to collaborations with other international partners.
The theme of HYPER-I-NET is at the confluence of

heterogeneous disciplines, such as sensor design including
optics and electronics, aerospace engineering, remote sensing,
geosciences, computer sciences including high performance
computing, signal processing, and Earth Observation related
products. In particular, activities in this network intend to cover
all the different aspects that comprise the entire hyperspectral
data processing chain, ranging from sensor design and cal-
ibration/validation [3], [4] to advanced data processing [5]–
[8], and science applications [9], [10]. Although hyperspectral

1http://www.hyperinet.eu
2http://cordis.europa.eu; Contract number MRTN-CT-2006-035927

imaging has been a very active area recently, we believe that
no sufficient attention has been given to research activities
covering the entire data processing chain and, as a result, we
feel that the abilities in this area are fragmented throughout
various specialized research teams and companies, a fact that
has largely resulted in the lack of data standardization and
validation procedures.
In this regard, the proposed network aims at providing a

timely and unique opportunity to bridge the gap between
the operational procedures of hyperspectral imaging and the
development of techniques for efficient data exploitation and
management. As a result, our planned activities are specifically
directed towards overcoming the boundaries between tradition-
ally disjoint disciplines such as sensor design, data processing
and application insight. Resulting from this effort, we expect
to introduce new standardized frameworks for hyperspectral
data processing and validation.
In this paper, we outline the main activities that will be

carried out in the context of HYPER-I-NET, with the ultimate
goal of introducing the project to the community and address-
ing its main strategic points. The paper is structured as follows.
Section II lists the main objectives of HYPER-I-NET. Section
III provides an overview of the planned research activities
on hyperspectral imaging. Section IV outlines our planned
training programme. Section VII details some of the scientific
topics that will be covered by the network. Finally, Section
VI summarizes our activity and provides hints at expected
outcomes from the network project.

II. OBJECTIVES
The main overall objective of HYPER-I-NET is to pro-

vide high-level training in hyperspectral imaging to young
researchers educated within the network. We also aim at
introducing novel, standardized approaches and practices in
this research area. In order to achieve the overall objectives



above, several technical objectives (see below) will be pursued
to:
1) bridge the gap between sensor design and hyperspectral
data exploitation in remote sensing activities in Europe.
This will be done by defining a standard hyperspectral
processing chain;

2) develop standardized and innovative techniques/products
for hyperspectral image analysis, taking into account
specific requirements introduced by these data sets (col-
lection, storage, processing and calibration);

3) establish standardized data processing and valida-
tion/quality control procedures in all the steps of the
hyperspectral processing chain;

4) integrate knowledge from different disciplines (e.g.,
sensor design, data processing, scientific applications)
and their contribution to the development, operation and
exploitation of hyperspectral imaging systems;

5) improve the cooperation and transfer of knowledge,
from research institutions and university groups to small-
medium companies working on hyperspectral imaging;

6) create a powerful multidisciplinary synergy that will
allow a more solid integration of technical and scientific
issues, building a true interdisciplinary network relying
on standardization and joint terminology.

III. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
Research activities within HYPER-I-NET will be mainly

directed towards the improvement of hyperspectral sensor and
mission design by taking advantage of the significant feedback
obtained from application algorithm developers and end-users.
These activities will also contribute to the development of new
processing algorithms, able to fully exploit the very high spec-
tral and spatial resolution of current and planned hyperspectral
sensors, defining a standard data processing chain suitable to
address many different devices and applications. Four main
sub-activities have been identified:
1) Hyperspectral sensor specification. This activity will
investigate the sensor requirements for various applica-
tions and develop new sensor specifications. The com-
plementary expertise of several partners on design of
hardware and electronics will be integrated, and the
outcomes of this research element will be specifications
for the design of new hyperspectral sensor instruments
(sensor modeling programme) and a collection of simu-
lated data sets of potential new sensors based on ground
spectral databases.

2) Processing chain definition and implementation. The
main goal of this activity will be to settle the basis
for the generalization of a well-defined hyperspectral
data collection and processing chain that will serve
as a standardized procedure for processing this type
of data in Europe. Complementary expertise of part-
ners in image processing, pattern recognition and high-
performance computing will be used to define a suitable
chain. The outcomes of this element will be a se-
ries of standardized hardware/software processing tech-

niques able to deal with the intrinsic complexity of
the data, along with a detailed processing chain defini-
tion/implementation/optimization/validation report. The
new methods and techniques resulting from this activity
will be validated using both simulated and real data
experiments in the framework of the following sub-
activities (i.e., laboratory calibration/validation and eval-
uation in the context of realistic scientific applications).

3) Calibration, validation and definition of standardization
mechanisms. This activity will focus on the calibra-
tion/validation of hyperspectral sensors and the result
from various processing steps of the processing chain
described above. This is a crucial step to reduce the over-
all uncertainties introduced by hyperspectral imaging
instruments. The outcomes of this research element will
be an inventory of existing calibration equipment and
methodologies (along with methods and processors for
onboard, laboratory and vicarious calibration), and the
development of a set of round-robin, inter-calibration ex-
periments of available ground equipment (in-laboratory,
and during field campaigns that will be connected to
summer schools and camps).

4) Science applications. This activity is aimed at compiling
relevant applications and methods applied using imaging
spectrometer data, and creating a product catalogue of
both. Complementary expertise of partners in environ-
mental applications (including monitoring of urban, veg-
etation and semi-arid areas) will be integrated. The main
outcomes of this activity will be the development of an
algorithm theoretical baseline document (ATBD) listing
methods used for selection applications. In addition,
an application library will also be obtained, composed
of documents, code and results in terms of specific
applications.

IV. TRAINING ACTIVITIES

Being an educational project, HYPER-I-NET will partic-
ularly focus on the training of young researchers in all the
research areas that comprise the entire hyperspectral process-
ing chain, from sensor design and flight operation to data
collection, processing, management and application develop-
ment. Specifically, it is our goal to provide young researchers
involved in the network with the required background and
expertise on the multiple disciplines involved in hyperspectral
imaging. For that purpose, we have made provision for several
training-oriented activities such as:
1) Definition and implementation of local training pro-
grammes. These will be mainly directed to young re-
searchers and will comprise basic/specialized courses
and other formative activities.

2) Network-wide training. In addition to local training
activities, network-wide events such as summer schools
and camps, technical seminars, workshops and other
training events will also take place, including close
interaction with industrial partners.



3) Distributed learning. A distributed e-learning platform
will be developed in order to provide online courses
and other training materials, thus allowing a highly
interdisciplinary e-learning system taking advantage of
the possibilities offered by online-based formative envi-
ronments to disseminate training skills in relevant areas.

V. SCIENTIFIC TOPICS
In this section, we provide a detailed description of some of

the scientific topics that will be covered by the network. Each
of the topics will be pursued by a young researcher working
towards his/her PhD in the specified areas listed below:
• Hyperspectral instrument design. This topic offers an
opportunity to become familiar with the technology be-
hind hyperspectral imaging. Possible subtopics include
conducting a survey of existing technologies and relative
assessment of new sensor concepts, detailed instrument
modeling and quantitative comparison with existing in-
struments, automated camera calibration, including de-
sign of an onboard calibration device, modeling of a
novel instrument design, experimental feasibility study
and application-specific instrument optimization.

• Improved hyperspectral sensor design. To address this
topic, a modular sensor simulation tool shall be designed
and implemented. The tool will allow spectral, radio-
metric, and geometric instrument characterization using a
modular software design with the following components:
optics, dispersing elements (grating, prism, spectral fil-
ters), detector focal plane, different detector types, micro-
vibrations, front-end-electronics, noise sources, signal
to noise ratio, co-registration offsets between different
spectrometer units of an instrument. The toolbox shall be
flexible enough to support the simulation/assessment of
future multi/hyperspectral instruments. Synthetic scenes
shall be simulated using spectral reflectance/emissivity
databases for different applications (e.g., agriculture,
forestry, mineralogy), using results of radiative transfer
calculations in atmospheric databases.

• Advanced calibration and validation of hyperspectral
instruments. This topic will be oriented towards the
definition and implementation of advanced hyperspectral
calibration and validation techniques. First, an inventory
of existing calibration equipment and methodologies will
be conducted, and an inventory of methods and proces-
sors for onboard, laboratory and vicarious calibration and
assimilation will be performed. Then, new generation
scene-based calibration and assimilation methods and
procedures will be developed, and inter-calibration exper-
iments of ground equipment (in laboratory, during field
campaigns) will be performed. Finally, new generation
scene-based calibration and assimilation methods will be
tested and validated.

• Efficient endmember extraction and source separation
algorithms. This topic will be oriented towards the defini-
tion and implementation of advanced algorithms for end-
member extraction and source separation in hyperspectral

imagery. A main goal will be to perform endmember
extraction (i.e., to estimate the respective proportions
of different materials included within one pixel) using
statistical methods such as the independent component
analysis (ICA) or Bayesian approaches. Compared with
the canonical source separation scenario, the sources in
hyperspectral unmixing (i.e., the materials present in the
scene) are statistically dependent and may combine in
nonlinear fashion. These characteristics, together with
the high dimensionality of hyperspectral pixel vectors,
place the unmixing of hyperspectral mixtures beyond
the reach of most source separation algorithms, thus
fostering active research in this area. To address this topic,
different strategies (spectral versus hybrid spatial/spectral
approaches) will be explored for endmember extraction.
Physical considerations about how to model the mixture
of elements at the pixel resolution will also be incorpo-
rated in order to achieve a better source separation (e.g.,
linear versus non-linear mixture models).

• Vegetation monitoring using hyperspectral data and ad-
vanced processing techniques. This topic will address
vegetation monitoring using hyperspectral airborne or
spaceborne data in both mountainous and urban areas.
The research will require the definition and the imple-
mentation of a full processing chain able to start with
radiometrically calibrated data and ending with maps of
vegetated species and tree status in various environments.
Testing of known algorithms and development of inno-
vative and advanced ones for each step of the defined
chain will also be required, with particular emphasis on
geometric and atmospheric corrections and classification
procedures based on known spectral of vegetated species.
Joint spectral and spatial analyses will be also considered
to implement the final mapping chain. Validation and
accuracy assessment will be performed by means of both
in situ spectral measurements and visual inspection.

• Using coupled radiative transfer models to bridge scaling
gaps in boreal forest. Recent advances in assessing the
pigment and non-pigment systems of plants using high
spectral and spatial resolution imaging spectroscopy re-
veal that improved understanding of an ecosystem can
be obtained by modeling the interaction of light with
vegetation at leaf (needle), shoot, branch and tree levels.
Current challenges in assessing the pigment system and
the non-pigment system in boreal forests include proper
estimates of the clumping of the vegetation at various
scale levels, the proper separation of understorey and
overstorey vegetation, as well as the separation of the
canopy in photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic (litter,
stems, branches, etc.) components. In order to properly
fill the scaling gaps at the above-mentioned levels, a
model suite based on radiative transfer theory will be used
in combination with advanced experimental field methods
(e.g., transmission measurements at needle level, shoot
level experiments, etc.) to simulate and validate imaging
spectrometer data.



Fig. 1. The HYPER-I-NET website at http://www.hyperinet.eu.

We emphasize that the list of topics above is not exhaustive
since several new topics are currently being defined by net-
work partners. A detailed description of the full list of topics
covered by the network will be periodically updated at the
project website (see Fig. 1).

VI. SUMMARY AND EXPECTED OUTCOMES

We have described the main strategic aspects and scientific
topics in HYPER-I-NET, a recently funded Marie Curie Re-
search Training Network which focuses both on educational
aspects and on the scientific goals which are achieved through
training in all the research areas that comprise the entire
hyperspectral processing chain, from sensor design and flight
operation to data collection, processing, management and
interpretation. The network aims at overcoming fragmenta-
tion and advancing a step further than the state-of-the-art in
this area by introducing techniques for standardization and
validation of hyperspectral methods and products. We expect
that the network will serve as a framework to introduce
new methods for hyperspectral data collection, processing,
validation and exploitation, thus creating an impact on the
design of future and on-going remote sensing and exploration
missions. Further, we expect that the young researchers trained
within the network will have the potential to lead the future
expansion in the use of this technology.
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